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Introduction. Recall that a subset X of an algebra A is irredundant iff x ^ (Z\{x}) for all x e X, where (X\{x}) is the subalgebra generated by X\{x}.
By Zorn's lemma there is always a maximal irredundant set in an algebra. This gives rise to a natural cardinal function Irrmm^) = min{|X| : X is a maximal irre dundant subset of A}. The first half of this article is devoted to proving that there is an atomless Boolean algebra A of size 2 for which lvvmm(A) = co.
A subset X of a BA A is ideal independent iff x ? (X\{x})ld for all x e X, where (X\{x})ld is the ideal generated by X\{x}. Again, by Zorn's lemma there is always a maximal ideal independent subset of any Boolean algebra. We then consider two associated functions. A spectrum function SspectM) = {|^| X is a maximal ideal independent subset of A} and the least element of this set, sram(A). We show that many sets of infinite cardinals can appear as sspectG4). The relationship of s^ to similar "continuum cardinals" is investigated. It is shown that it is relatively consistent that smm(^3((X>)/fin) < 2 .
We use the letter s here because of the relationship of ideal independence with the well-known cardinal invariant spread; see Monk [5] . Namely, sup{|Z| : X is ideal independent in A} is the same as the spread of the Stone space U\t(A)', the spread of a topological space X is the supremum of cardinalities of discrete subspaces.
Notation. Our set-theoretical notation is standard, with some possible excep tions, as follows, limord is the class of all limit ordinals, and reg is the class of all regular cardinals. If a and ? are ordinals, then [a, ?] caxd is the collection of all cardinals k such that a < k < ?\ similarly [a, ?] rQg for the collection of all regular cardinals in this interval; and similarly for other intervals (half open, rays, etc.). We follow Koppelberg [2] for Boolean algebraic notation, and Monk [5] for more specialized notation concerning cardinal functions on BAs. Ft(k) is the free BA on k generators. A is the completion of A. In several places we use the following construction. Let (A? : i G /) be a system of BAs, with / infinite. The weak product YlJeI At consists of all members x of the full product such that one of the two sets {iel:xi^0} or {iel'.Xi^l} is finite; the corresponding set is then called the support of x, and is denoted by supp(x); x is called of type I or II respectively. If L is a linear order, then Intalg(L) is the interval algebra over L (perhaps after adjoining a first element to L).
For some results concerning Smm we assume known the definitions of some other "continuum cardinals"; see Monk [6] .
?1. Irredundance. The background for consideration of Irrmm(A) is provided by the easy result of McKenzie, given as Proposition 4.23 in Koppelberg [2] , that (X) is dense in A for any maximal irredundant subset X of A. Thus we have Theorem 1.1. n(A) < Irrmm^).
Here n(A) is the smallest size of a dense subset of A. Proposition 1.2. For any infinite cardinal k, if A is a subalgebra of^?(K) containing
Proof. > holds by Theorem 1.1, so we just need to exhibit a maximal irredundant set of size k. Let
we claim that X is as desired. In fact, it is well-known and easy to see that X is irredundant.
Now suppose that a G A\(X); we want to show that X U {a} is redundant.
We may assume that a ^ 0, k. If 0 ? a, let a be the least member of a. Then
If 0 G a, let a be the least member of K,\a. Then [0, a + 1) n a = [0, a), leading to the same conclusion. H Thus we have examples of atomic BAs A such that Irrmm(A) = n(A) < Irr(^4).
(In (A) is the supremum of cardinalities of irredundant subsets of A.) Theorem 1.3. There is an atomless BA A such that Irrmm(A) ? co = n(A) < 2 = \A\.
Proof. We construct A as a subalgebra of Fr(co). Let (x? : i G co) be a system of free generators of Fr(ctf). Now we make some definitions, working in Fr (co) (recall here that for any element x of a BA, xl is x and x? is -x): Thus N is the set of all nonempty finite sequences of 0's and l's that have 1 as their last entry, and M is the set of all members of TV which are 0 except for that last In particular, (y? : e G M) is a system of pairwise disjoint elements, and hence | A | = 2 . Since Fr(co) is a dense subalgebra of A, it follows that ,4 is atomless. We claim that X is a maximal irredundant subset of A, which will complete the proof. We prove this in several steps.
(1) (X) = Fr(co). This proves (1).
(2) ??6MJe = l.
To prove this, it suffices to show that for any ? G <co2 there is an e G M such that Henceforth we assume that F? = {pi}.
(9) If Ht = {m}, then yPi < zm. This follows from (6) . Because of (9), we may assume that Hi = 0.
(10) Ed Pi.
In fact, we now have y Pi u -ys IJ -zm + o = yPi Yl -ys JJ -^ -;>e, so the desired conclusion follows by (5) and the assumption that p? ^ e. Now we can finish the proof of the first possibility in (7) as follows. We have y* = S {y* Ei "W u ~z"0 -X^< -^' so Je = Z)/<? y Pi Now ^ c Pi for eacn * by (10). So if we take a homomorphism of Fr(co) into 2 which maps each x? with / < dmn(?) to s(i) and otherwise takes the value 0, the above equality becomes 1=0, contradiction.
Now suppose that q G co\\ and zq G (X\{zq}).
Then there exist n G co,
where each summand is nonzero, and \Ft\, \Hf\, \Ki\ < 1. Note by (4) seGi we get by (5) that ra? < #; so raz < q.
(12) If F, = 0 and Kt = {r}, then mt < q.
For, since the ith summand is nonzero, we have r < mi. Hence the argument for ( 11 ) works.
(13) If Ft ^ 0, then we may assume that Hi = 0. This is clear from (6) . (14) If Fi = {pi} and Hi = 0, then pt is a proper extension of some r G M such thatdmn(T) < q, and yPi < zq.
For, we have yPl n -^ n ~zm ' ~zv=?
By (5) we get a r G M with dmn(r) < ?7 such that x ? pt. Since /?z ^ M, we have t c pi. So <y/?/. < yT < zq, as desired.
Now we can finish the proof of (7) Here we have mt < q for all / G R, and each pi is a proper extension of some a G M with dmn(cr) < g. Now map xq-\ to 1 and all other generators to 0. Then zq goes to 1 but the right side of the above equation goes to 0, contradiction. This completes the proof of (7).
(15) If ? is a subset of M and a G Fr (co), then there is an m such that one of the following conditions holds:
(1) a y? = y? for all e G ? such that dmn(e) > m.
(2) a y? = 0 for all e G ? such that dmn(s) > m.
For, write a = ^2?eP iX<? xi f?r some n G co and some P Cn2, and let m = ft +1.
Then (1) holds if the all 0 function is in P, and (2) holds otherwise.
(16) A consists of all elements of the form such that ? is a subset of M and a G Fr (co).
To prove (6) (i) The completion of the denumerable atomless BA.
(ii) The interval algebra on R.
The following minor results are somewhat relevant to this problem. Proposition 1.4. It is possible to have X denumerable and irredundant, (X) dense in A, \A\ = 2 , but X not maximal irredundant.
Proof. Take A = ??(co) and X = {{m} : m G co}. So X is irredundant and (X) is dense in A. Let E = {m G co: m is even}. Clearly (X) = Finco(co), and hence E ? (X). So if X U {E} is redundant, then there exist an m G co and pairwise disjoint y,z,w G (X\{{m}}) such that {m} = (E n y) U (z\Y) Uw. So w = 0.
Clearly y is finite with m ? y, or y is cofinite; and similarly for z. So one of y, z is cofinite, and this is clearly impossible. This example is atomic. An atomless example is as follows. Let B = Fr(co) and X = {xn : n G co}, where (xn : n G co) is a system of free generators of Fr(co). Proof. Let p = min(K), let X map p onto K, and let A = Yia<ju Fr(>U). We claim that A is as desired.
The first inclusion in the proposition holds by Proposition 2.3. Now suppose that k G (sspect(^4) H reg)\?\ Let X be maximal ideal-independent of size k. Let L ? {a < p : k < Xa}, and let M = p\L. For each a G L let ua be a free generator of Fr(/!a) not in ({xa : x G X}).
(1) M^0.
For, suppose that M = 0. Then k < ?a for each a < p, and so k; < min(^) = p.
(2) Some x G X has type II.
For, suppose not. Now \JxeX supp(x) has size less than min(T^) = p, so we can choose a < p not in this union. Let y take the value ua at a and 0 elsewhere.
Clearly y ^ X and X U {y} is still ideal-independent, contradiction. So (2) holds.
We take x as in (2). Now let ya = ua for all / G supp(x), and ya = 0 otherwise.
Then y ^ X, so X U {y} is ideal-dependent. Case 1. y < J^F for some finite F ? X. We may assume that x e F. Now (ii) For I infinite, smm U7eAA^ -min(|/|,min?e/ SmmU,-)).
Theorem 2.10. There is a BA A such that SmmC<4) = co < u(A).
Proof. Let A = Fr(co\). Sos^^) = co by Corollary 2.9. By Proposition 9 (iii) of Monk [6] we have u(A) > k, where k is the smallest cardinality of a subset of ??(co) which generates a nonprincipal ultrafilter on 9?(co). So it suffices to assume that {xi; : / G co} is a collection of subsets of co which generates a nonprincipal ultrafilter D on ??(co), and get a contradiction. If X is an infinite, co-infinite subset of co, then either X or co\X is in D. It follows that not all x? are cofinite. We may assume that xo is not cofinite. Now each intersection (~)j<i xj ls not cofinite, so we can choose distinct mi, ni G co\( P| Xj U {mj,nj\ j < i}\. Proof. Since {{a} : a < k} is clearly maximal ideal independent, we just need to get a contradiction upon assuming that X is maximal ideal independent with co < \X\ < k. If all members of X are finite, then it is clearly not maximal. Clearly the members of Y are nonzero. We claim that Y is weakly dense in A. For, suppose that a G A\X. Then X U {a} is no longer ideal independent, so we have two cases. Case 1. a < ]T F for some F G [X]<a\ Then ? J] F < ?a, as desired. Gzse 2. There exist a finite subset F of X and ab e X\F such that ?? < ^ F + a.
Then Z?
-X] F < a, as desired. H Theorem 2.13. There is a BA A such that u(A) < smm(A).
Proof. We modify the proof of Lemma 21 of Monk [6] . The construction depends upon the following step:
(1) Suppose that B is a BA, (aa : a < co\) is a strictly decreasing sequence of elements of B generating an ultrafilter F, and (ba: a < p) is a sequence of distinct elements of B with co < p < co\ such that {ba : a < p} is ideal independent. Then there is an extension C of B such that (aa : a < co\) still generates an ultrafilter in C, while {ba : a < p} is not maximal ideal independent in C.
To prove (1), let B(x) be a free extension of B. For each ? < co\ let I? = ({ba x : a < p} U {a? x})ld.
Clearly B n I? = {0} for all ? < co{. (2) There is an ? < co\ such that x ? I?. To prove (2) we consider two cases. Case 1. There is an a < p such that ba G F. Say a?
< ba. Suppose that x G I?.
Then we can write
Choose y < p such that y ^ ao,...,am-\,a. Mapping x to ?y and pointwise fixing A yields ?y < baQ -f + ?Q;w_1 4-?a, contradicting ideal independence.
Case 2. ?ba G F for all a < p. For each a < p choose ya < co\ such that aYa < -ba.
Subcase 2.1. {ya : a < p} is bounded in a>i, say by ?. Thus a^ < ?ba for all a < p. If x G 7^, then we obtain (3) again. Choose a < p with a ^ ao,..., am-\.
Mapping x to ba and pointwise fixing A we obtain ba < bao + + ?aw_i, again contradicting ideal independence. Subcase 2.2. {ya: a < p} is unbounded in coi. Then there is a strictly increasing sequence (a% : ?; < co\) of countable ordinals such that (yai : ? < co\) is strictly increasing. Let E? = {y < p: a? bY = 0} for all ? < co\. So ? < ? < co\ implies that E? CE?. Now a? G E?a for ail ? < co\.
Hence E?aw is infinite. Let ? = yac?, and suppose that x e I?. Then we obtain (3) again. Choose y G E?\{ao,... ,am-\}. Then mapping x to ?y and fixing A pointwise again contradicts ideal independence.
Thus we have now established (2), and we take ? as indicated there. This proves (1). Now the construction of A proceeds from the step (1) as follows. Define Aa for a < 0)2 by induction. Let Ao ? lnta\g(co\), and aa = [a,oo) for each a < co\. If Aa has been defined so that (aa : a < co\) generates an ultrafilter in Aa, apply
(1) many times to get an extension Aa+\ in which (aa : a < co\) still generates an ultrafilter, while every infinite ideal independent subset of Aa fails to be maximal in Aa+\. For a limit < a>2 let Aa = (j?<a A?. Clearly A 2 is as desired. H Proposition 2.14. Ifsmm(A) = co, then a(A) = co.
Proof. Let X ? {xz-: / < co} be maximal ideal independent. For each i < co let ai = xi ' Yij<i ~XJ-Tnen Y^i<co a? = T,i< xir = 1-Tnus (ai : i < co) is a partition of unity. H Lemma 2.15. Suppose that Fr(coi) is a subalgebra of A such that I = ({xa : ? < co\)? is a maximal ideal of A, where (xa : a < co\) is a system of free generators of Fr(coi). Also suppose that X = {xa : a < co\} is maximal ideal independent in A. Suppose that Y is an infinite partition of unity in A, with \Y\ <co\.
Then A has an extension B such that X is still maximal ideal independent in B,
({xa : ?, < co\)l? is a maximal ideal ofB, and Y is not a partition of unity in B.
Proof. The main part of the proof is in establishing the following claim.
Claim. There is a b G X such that b ^ ? F for all F G [ Y]<co.
We suppose that the claim does not hold. Thus 2. In the algebra B of example 17 of Monk [6] one has smm(B) = co < k = 5(B). (1) If R is a finite subset of k and i G k\R, then a? n f)jeR(co\aj) nd is infinite.
In fact, let R and / be as in the hypothesis of (1). For any natural number n let En = {(b,y) G P:3m> n m G at H ?](co\aj)ny j.
Clearly it suffices to show that each such set En is dense in P. Suppose that (b,y) G P. Then (at n f]-eR(co\aj))\b is infinite. For, if it is a finite set c, then ai ? [J ajUbUc, jeR and upon applying h we would get h (ai ) < J2jeR ^ (aj )? which is clearly impossible.
Thus the indicated set is infinite. We can hence choose m in it with m > n. Clearly (b,y U {m}) G En and (b,y U {m}) < (b,y), proving (1).
(2) If R is a finite subset of k, then co\ I d U \JieR ax \ is infinite.
In fact, let R be a finite subset of k. For any natural number n let Fn = Ub,y) e P\3m> n me b\(yU (J ?/)]}. ieR We claim that Fn is dense in P. [2] S. Koppelberg, The general theory of Boolean algebras, Handbook on Boolean algebras, vol. 1, North-Holland, 1989.
[3] K. Kunen, Set theory, North Holland, 1980.
